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Hi USPTO,
It has come to my attention that you are considering to charge $100 - $200 for a LOP,
This will, in my opinion, be the worst decision possible regarding fair trade. This will, without
doubt, break an already broken system.
Below, I highlight some steps that may help toward a more transparent and fair process.
With the huge growth of online design and print on demand trade, the design market has
exploded, as well as the malevolent trademark trolls who register common marks as
trademarks to merely force attacks on competitors who have been using similar designs for
years. These competitors are not given a fair chance to defend themselves against these trolls.
There are many examples and unfortunately, many of these come to existence and cause
countless unfair stock takedowns and cease and desists.
A good example of something like this would be the attached mark. T-shirt designs like this
have been around for years, nothing in this mark is unique to this companies trade. I am
shocked how this mark passed review.
Unfortunately, there are not enough people with enough knowledge to monitor the marks, and
take action against these trademark trolls.
I have heard of some facebook groups trying their best to monitor this landscape, but they can
only go so far in a process that is broken.
Proposal:
1. Increase the price of Mark registration significantly. If the mark is so important to the
business they will be able to afford the high cost.
a. Some funds can be returned on successful registration.
2. Force the applicant to publicize their request for the trademark, this will open the process to
more transparency.
3. Extend the waiting period for public feedback and LOPs.
4. Have a trial period for the mark ownership in which the mark is revokable pending various
probationary conditions.
4. Broaden the scope of LOP conditions of rejection. Thus allowing for more decisive action
against mark rejections.
5. Charge the mark applicant an additional fee if it has been found that they are attempting to
register a frivolous mark. $100 - $500

6. Extend the trademark policies for complainants to raise complaints against mark owners
acting in unfair ways regarding their mark. Penalties ranging from fines to mark
deregistration.
8. Allow for an appeal process for if a mark owner has claimed a copy of his mark. This
should happen before any takedown of cease and desists may be issued.
Again, please reconsider this disastrous consideration to charge fees for LOP submissions, It
will, without doubt, lead to a mess.
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